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ABSTRACT 

 

Because there are limited resources for horn players who begin studying, practicing, and 

performing contemporary pieces for horn and electronics, this document offers a guide to the 

preparation and performance of the three works for horn and electronics or piano by American 

composer Michael Kallstrom: Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms. 

Inexperienced horn players may find the task of preparing a horn and electronics piece foreign 

and perplexing, and the experience of performing it with the electronic accompaniment even 

more disconcerting. By identifying the technical difficulties in these three works, as well as 

offering pedagogical suggestions to students preparing them, it is my sincere hope this document 

will make the preparation of these works less daunting and will inspire performers to master and 

to perform Kallstrom’s pieces, as well as other contemporary works for horn and electronics.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Even in this age of technology, works for horn and electronics are rare, as are 

performance guides to such works; thus, studying, practicing, and performing such works can be 

intimidating for performers. Although reviews of pieces for horn and electronics, and general 

information about these pieces can be found, they do not address the technical and logistical 

issues that come with studying, preparing, and performing them. I wish to address this lack of 

information by focusing on three works for horn and electronics or piano by contemporary 

composer Michael Kallstrom: Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms. 

Though they are not yet staples of the horn repertoire, it is my hope that both students and 

teachers will find these technical and pedagogical suggestions helpful and will inspire them to 

teach and perform other works in this genre. 
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CHAPTER 1 

MICHAEL KALLSTROM 

Background, Education, and Career 

 

Contemporary composer Michael Kallstrom was born in Miami, Florida in the mid 20th 

century. His family was quite musical and he remembers singing together for entertainment and 

also improvising their own harmonies. The family also enjoyed playing guitar and piano to 

accompany their singing. In fact, Kallstrom’s maternal grandmother was employed as a 

professional singer for a period of time. Having experienced several health problems in his youth 

as a result of birth defects, Kallstrom retreated into an “internal world of music and art.”1 He 

excelled at both the musical and visual arts, but upon entering college, chose music over visual 

art as his major area of study. Being born and raised in Miami, he had been engulfed in its 

melting pot atmosphere and surrounded by styles of music and art from many different cultures 

and places. Growing up in the sixties, he embraced all that decade offered, especially regarding 

music. In high school, Kallstrom enjoyed playing keyboards and singing in rock, country, disco 

and jazz ensembles. Playing synthesizers in these groups would heavily influence his use of 

electronic sounds in his future compositions, including his three works for horn and electronic 

tape or piano discussed in this paper. 2 

 

                                                 
1 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, August 25, 2015. 
2 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Compositional Style 

 

Kallstrom chose to stay in Miami for college, and completed a degree in music 

composition from the University of Miami in 1975. He played keyboards on a cruise ship for a 

year before earning a master’s degree in composition from the University of North Carolina, 

followed by a doctorate in composition from Florida State University. During his advanced 

degrees, he studied composition under Roger Hannay and John Boda and began to compose 

more himself. He was drawn to the work of composers like Igor Stravinsky, Aaron Copland, and 

Edgard Varez. Enjoying the visual arts himself, Kallstrom was also drawn to compositions that 

were paired with another visual art such as dance, art, or drama. He would later develop a new 

genre called Electric Opera; these are solo vocal works with electronic tape, puppets, and videos. 

He has composed six electric operas as of 2016 and they have been performed over 200 times in 

the United States and Canada at colleges, universities, public schools, and churches for concert 

series and festivals.3 

 

Composing for Electronics 

 

In the 1980s, electronic music and electronically produced sounds were becoming 

popular and the equipment was becoming more affordable and more readily available. Drawing 

on his background playing keyboard and synthesizers, Kallstrom initially began composing for 

electronics because he thought he could “make some cool sounding stuff” using the synthesizers 

he was playing in bands4. In graduate school, he explored many types of electronic music and 

                                                 
3 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, August 25, 2015. 
4 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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found the styles and works of Karlheinz Stockhausen, Charles Dodge and John Cage quite 

interesting. Always keeping true to his rock roots, Kallstrom also credits groups like Emerson, 

Lake and Palmer for influencing aspects of his electronic music writing. The first piece he 

composed using electronics was Wind, Water, Flame, for baritone voice, piano, and electronic 

tape in 1984. He used the synthesizer he was playing in his rock band to make the tape part on a 

4-track tape recorder.5  

As Kallstrom continued to compose works for electronics, he began to find his own 

personal style. One characteristic of his electronic compositions that is quite rare is his treatment 

of the electronic part: Kallstrom chooses to write the electronic part like a vocal part. He states 

that he “always wondered why composers of electronic music worked so hard at creating new 

sounds and timbres but abandoned pitch.”6 He wanted to do both—create new sounds and 

timbres but in the parameters of compositions that used standard pitch and rhythm notation and 

vocal-sounding lines. The rise and advancement of technology in synthesizers, synthesized 

sounds, and new programs like Reaktor in the 1990s, also gave him the ability to explore new 

sounds and even create some of his own. Initially, Kallstrom used mostly stock sounds in his 

compositions and favored ones that had percussive beginnings, since his music tends to be very 

rhythmic. As he continued composing for electronics, he created several of his own sounds, often 

from using and sampling his own voice. He also created electronic distortions of his voice and 

recorded sounds of everyday items like metal water bottles and tabletops.7 

Kallstrom often pairs electronics with different vocal parts and instruments in his 

compositions. Some of his other electronic chamber works include: Astral Projections for mezzo 

soprano, bass voice, horn in F, percussion, and synthesizer with electronic interludes; Mixed 

                                                 
5 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
6 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, August 25, 2015.  
7 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Company for flute, clarinet, synthesizer, and piano; and Ozymandias for baritone, flute, oboe, 

and electronic tape. The combinations he chooses are most often a result of the fact that he writes 

pieces with specific friends and performers in mind. By doing this, he can base themes, motives, 

or the style of the piece on the specific subject or subjects. This type of collaboration also allows 

the subject the chance to take part in the creative process by making suggestions for 

instrumentation and other compositional aspects of the piece. This is definitely the case with 

Kallstrom’s works for horn and piano or electronic tape discussed here, which were all three 

written for Paul Basler: Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms.   

 

Composing for Horn and Electronics 

 

In 1982, Dr. Paul Basler, now an acclaimed hornist and composer, was a doctoral student 

whom Michael Kallstrom taught at Florida State University. Kallstrom was exploring writing 

pieces for different instruments and admired Basler’s virtuosic playing. The two became close 

friends and Kallstrom composed Eastern Brilliance for horn and piano for Basler in 1993.  

Basler later suggested that Kallstrom make a horn and electronic tape version of the work.  He 

was a fan of Kallstrom’s electronic music, calling it “very dramatic, highly rhythmic and lyrical, 

and often with a 60s-70s rock feel.”8 Having an electronic tape accompaniment also gives the 

performer the flexibility and security to play and rehearse with a tape if an accompanist is not 

available and provides interest and variety when programmed on recitals primarily presenting 

traditional repertoire. Kallstrom would go on to write two more pieces for Basler, both for horn 

and electronic tape or piano.  Basler has performed these works on numerous occasions for 

recitals, workshops, and festivals in the USA, Japan, Kenya, the United Kingdom, Turkey, Chile, 

                                                 
8 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015. 
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the Dominican Republic, and the Czech Republic.9 He remains a huge proponent for Kallstrom’s 

music—especially his electronic music for horn. Although electronic music is more popular than 

ever, in the comparatively large standard horn repertoire, there are still very few pieces for horn 

and electronics. Michael Kallstrom is helping to fill this musical void with his three pieces 

Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms.  

 

Composing for Horn 

 

Much like his treatment of electronic music parts, Kallstrom approaches writing for horn 

as he would for voice, approaching it as a vocal line. In an interview with Dr. Brenda Luchsinger 

about his approach to composing for horn, he stated that he strived “to remain continually aware 

of the physical and technical aspects of the horn while maintaining its melodic vocality.”10 He 

understands that while he has almost limitless possibilities in his treatment of electronic parts, 

horn players are humans and not machines and have many more limitations, including range. The 

vocal quality and tendencies of the horn have been spotlighted and explored by many composers 

throughout history. Like singers, horn players need well trained ears and a concept of their ideal 

sound in their head. In his book The Horn: A Guide to the Modern Instrument, Robin Gregory 

explains how a player’s sound and tone quality is largely influenced by hearing one’s ideal tone 

“in the ear of the mind.”11 In The Horn, Gregory also discusses the many “sides” of the horn’s 

character, which include sounds described as colorful, rich, poetic, mellow, romantic, piercing, 

                                                 
9 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015. 
10 Brenda Luchsinger, “The Horn Quartets of Michael Kallstrom: A Performance Guide,” 

(Tuscaloosa: Luchsinger, 2013), 15. Accessed Feb 1, 2016 http://purl.lib.ua.edu/34965. 
11 Robin Gregory, The Horn (London: Faber and Faber, 1961), 62. 
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profoundly expressive, soaring and majestic, which are all sides that can be heard in Kallstrom’s 

three pieces for horn and electronic tape or piano.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
12 Gregory, The Horn, 24. 
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CHAPTER 2 

KALLSTROM’S THREE WORKS FOR HORN AND PIANO OR ELECTRONICS  

 The following chapters will discuss Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in 

Arms as a unit and then individually to make studying, preparing, and performing these pieces 

for horn and electronics or piano more accessible to all players. 

 

Technical Considerations  

 

 When approaching Kallstrom’s three pieces for horn and piano or electronics, performers 

will most likely first be drawn to the many technical difficulties of the works. These include 

quick tempos, varied mixed meters throughout, heavily syncopated rhythms, and performance 

with electronic components. They will also immediately notice Kallstrom’s intent of style 

through his use of dynamic markings and dynamic nuances, different articulation and style 

markings, and occasional extended techniques.  The following chapter will discuss different 

technical challenges that should be considered when preparing and performing Michael 

Kallstrom’s Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms for horn and electronics 

or piano. 
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Coordinating the Horn Part with the Electronics 

 

 One of the most difficult aspects of performing these works with the electronic version of 

the accompaniment is lining up the horn and electronics parts. Knowing how the horn part 

sounds with other parts of an ensemble is a vital skill for players not only in solo settings but in 

every ensemble: chamber groups, bands, and orchestras. By simply engaging in score study of 

these Kallstrom works, the performer can not only become more familiar with their part, but can 

also observe the piano or electronic tape part via the score and more fully understand its role and 

importance and how the two fit together. When preparing Kallstrom works with electronics, Paul 

Basler has found that writing electronics/piano cues into the horn part can be very helpful, 

especially after periods of rests, before tricky entrances, and during heavily syncopated 

passages.13  One challenging aspect of playing with an electronic tape part is the unyielding 

tempo; it is always constant and steady. Unlike playing with an accompanist who can adjust 

tempo if something happens or jump ahead or backtrack if needed, the electronic tape is 

unyielding. When preparing the horn part without the tape, it is vital to keep a steady and 

unrelenting tempo at all times. Practicing the horn part with a metronome many times alone 

before putting both parts together can be very helpful. Once the player feels very comfortable 

with the tempo of the horn part alone, playing it many times with the electronic tape is crucial. 

 

 

  

                                                 
13 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015. 
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Coordinating the Horn Part with the Piano 

 

Performing the versions for horn and piano instead of the versions for electronics offers 

its own challenges. Kallstrom’s piano parts often contain difficult rhythms and can be more 

challenging than some accompaniments from the standard horn repertoire. Many of the 

suggestions from the previous section on putting the horn part and electronics part together still 

apply when preparing these works with the piano versions. It is always helpful to engage in score 

study before even playing a note or playing through the piece. In-depth score study of the 

accompaniment can also be helpful for the hornist to feel more comfortable with how the two 

parts fit together and can make the performer more confident and secure with difficult parts of 

the piece. In his book The Horn Handbook, Verne Reynolds devotes an entire chapter on 

“Playing with the Piano.” Sections in this chapter discuss how to approach playing with piano 

accompaniment, how to practice and how to rehearse.14 He discusses in depth the challenges 

horn players face when playing with the fixed pitch of the piano.15 He gives numerous examples 

of how to tune the horn to the piano to get the best and closest in-tune result. Reynolds also 

discusses how volume and register effect pitch and how this should be considered when playing 

with the piano or other instruments. He also advises practicing with the actual piano that will be 

used in the performance as much as possible.16 

 

  

                                                 
14 Verne Reynolds, The Horn Handbook (Portland: Amadeus Press, 1997), 102-103. 
15 Reynolds, The Horn Handbook, 97. 
16 Reynolds, The Horn Handbook, 98. 
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Rhythm 

 

 The main technical aspect to consider when practicing and preparing Eastern Brilliance, 

Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms is rhythm. Most of Kallstrom’s compositions, including 

these three, are heavily rhythmic. The pieces are all filled with mixed meter sections, containing 

4/4, 3/4, 2/4, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8, 9/8, and 10/8 measures throughout. Kallstrom does an effective job of 

making his stylistic intensions known throughout his works, giving the player instructions via 

tempo markings, several different articulation markings, and many dynamic indications. All 

three of the horn and electronics or piano works are technically difficult. There are several 

passages of fast tonguing, syncopated runs, and contrasting sections of rhythms with the 

accompaniment. In several movements, it is particularly difficult to begin precisely with the 

electronics part and can be frustrating to rehearse. Score study of the accompaniment part and 

repeated practice starting the pieces can make this easier. Pedagogical suggestions for difficult 

rhythms in all three of these works will be discussed later in the document.  

 

Mixed Meter 

 

 Initially, the abundance of meter changes throughout Eastern Brilliance, Around the 

Clock and Brothers in Arms may seem intimidating to younger players, simply because they may 

not have played or performed many pieces containing mixed meter. Understanding these meter 

changes and how to navigate through them is an essential skill for performing the pieces and 

rhythms correctly and will increase the player’s rhythmic accuracy in general. All three of these 

pieces can all be used pedagogically as tools to familiarize students with mixed meter.  
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Kallstrom keeps the eighth note consistent throughout all the mixed meter sections in 

Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock, and Brothers in Arms. Because of this, a good practice 

tool is to subdivide the eighth note throughout all the mixed meter measures, as its pulse remains 

the same. Using this system, a 4/4 measure would contain 8 beats, a 3/4 measure would contain 

6, a 3/8 measure 3 and so on. Approaching the rhythms in the piece this way will ensure a steady 

pulse and flow throughout all the sections of mixed meter. Subdividing into the smaller eighth 

note unit will also make learning and practicing the syncopated sections of the work easier and 

more precise. This is especially helpful in sections of extended mixed meter with syncopated or 

difficult entrances. 

Several methods for maintaining consistent eighth notes can be employed during early 

lessons and rehearsals to ensure good, steady pulse.  The teacher can keep a steady beat by either 

clapping, tapping, or using a metronome while the student vocalizes the rhythms in the horn part. 

Taking the horn away from the face when practicing rhythms can be immensely helpful as it 

removes other problems such as correct fingerings, pitch accuracy, and articulation and allows 

the student to really concentrate on and perfect the rhythms of the piece. After the student can 

speak the rhythms correctly, they may next want to try playing those same rhythms on a 

repeated, constant pitch before adding in all aspects of the music. Pulsing the first beat of each 

measure or each grouping of notes can also prove to be very helpful, especially through the 

sections of constantly changing mixed meter. An alternative practice method would be to hook a 

metronome up to a speaker so the player can hear the eighth note subdivision while playing. This 

can also be helpful to both players when playing loud portions of the piano accompaniment 

version. 
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Rubato 

 

One technical aspect that is only an issue with the piano accompaniment versions of 

Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in Arms is rubato. Since the electronic 

versions of the accompaniment is always steady, no rubato can be used by the horn. But in the 

piano versions, there may be a few moments in each piece where rubato in the horn and/or the 

piano part can work nicely, making the piece more musical and interesting to listeners. Optimal 

areas for the insertion of rubato usually occur as ritardandos in the slower middle sections of the 

pieces or at the beginnings and endings of movements.  

 

Left Hand Technique 

 

Another technical consideration for preparing and performing Michael Kallstrom’s three 

pieces for horn and electronics or piano is left hand technique. Having proper and efficient left 

hand technique is crucial for playing the rapid and technical passages in Kallstrom’s works.  

Students who begin with great left hand technique often develop improper left hand technique 

over time from succumbing to bad habits. It is easy to become lazy with the left hand or worry 

more about other more noticeable aspects of horn playing like embouchure, the placement of the 

right hand in the bell, and having a good, efficient airstream.17 Improper left hand technique 

often goes unnoticed by instructors for longer periods of time because except for fast passages, it 

may seem unnoticeable at first. Students often play with flat fingers on the rotor paddles or lift 

the fingers completely off between notes, both of which limit the speed that one can play fast 

passages. 

                                                 
17 Luchsinger, “The Horn Quartets of Michael Kallstrom: A Performance Guide,” 27.  
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 It is also imperative that players coordinate the movement of their tongue with the 

placement of their fingers.  Slow practice on articulated, changing notes with careful thought on 

tonguing and pressing the keys at the same time can be helpful for perfectly aligning the tongue 

and left hand. In his book The Horn, Robert Gregory emphasizes the need for “exact 

synchronization between tongue and finger movements, especially in staccato passages.”18  

Keeping the fingers on the left hand curved and in constant contact with the paddles can help 

players achieve quick, technical passages by minimizing the distance the fingers have to travel. 

Gregory states that if the players fingers don’t touch or almost touch – within a fraction inch of 

an inch from the valves – that “time will be wasted while the fingers look for them.”19 If the 

fingers come off the paddles too much, it can also be distracting to the audience, interrupt the 

flow of music, and in some more extreme cases even injure the embouchure of the player due to 

excessive movement.20 Gregory writes of the need of horn players to have “perfect control” of 

their fingers and that the left hand fingers should move smoothly, independently and quickly.21  

 

Alternate Fingerings 

 

 Knowledge of alternate fingerings is also helpful when preparing the horn works of 

Michael Kallstrom. Alternate fingerings are often great choices when playing quick passages 

where traditional fingerings become tricky or awkward, often because of the sluggishness of the 

third finger compared with the speed of the other two. Alternate fingerings can also make 

                                                 
18 Gregory, The Horn, 127.  
19 Gregory, The Horn, 125.  
20 Luchsinger, “The Horn Quartets of Michael Kallstrom: A Performance Guide,” 27. 
21 Gregory, The Horn, 125.  
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passages easier. For example, a passage with five different traditional fingering combinations can 

be reduced to only two combinations using alternate fingerings. Since there are fewer 

combinations and switching of fingers involved, players will be able to execute these passages 

quicker than when using traditional fingerings. Alternate fingerings also allow the player more 

stability in the extreme high and low registers, where pitches can be more unstable and 

harmonics are closer together, causing many notes to be played on the same finger combination. 

In his book Real World Horn Playing, Wendell Rider gives tips in the “Practice” section on 

breaking down difficult passages. One of his suggestions is to “look for ways to minimize ‘cross 

fingerings’ in fast passages.” He offers suggestions for avoiding these, such as the use of 

alternate fingerings. He does advise players to be cautious about the intonation of notes played 

with alternate fingerings, as they can often be sharp or flat or have uncharacteristic tones.  Rider 

also encourages players to engage in exercises and etudes meant to strengthen the third finger, as 

it is the most sluggish of the three.22 There are many passages in Eastern Brilliance, Around the 

Clock, and Brothers in Arms where alternate fingerings can and should be utilized. Suggested 

alternate fingerings will be discussed throughout the document.  

 

Balance and Ensemble 

 

Two technical considerations that also present themselves in both the piano and 

electronics accompaniment versions of Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock and Brothers in 

Arms are balance and ensemble. Finding the ideal balance between the horn and the piano or the 

horn and the electronics part can be tricky. Trial and error may have to be used to find the perfect 

balance in each version. When performing these pieces with piano, finding the right amount of 

                                                 
22 Wendell Rider, Real World Horn Playing (San Jose: Wendell Rider Publications, 2006), 29. 
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open lid on the piano can be key. Since Kallstrom’s parts tend to be very rhythmic and heavy, 

having the piano at full staff is not recommended. Closed or half stick can both achieve nice 

results of balance, depending on the hall. Having someone check balance levels in the back of 

the hall and from different spots in the audience can be helpful for finding ideal balance. When 

performing the horn and electronics versions, finding the right balance can be more difficult. 

Deciding how the electronics part will be played is the first step to consider. Although initially 

recorded on a tape, there are now several options and configurations for how the electronic tape 

part can be realized. It can be played digitally, through a file sent to a computer or other device. 

This is sometimes the best option if using the speakers in the hall that are connected to a central 

unit, run by a computer. The electronics part can also be recorded onto a CD or an electronic tape 

similar to the one that was originally used for the piece. There are also several options for how 

the electronics part will be played and amplified during the performance. The electronics part 

can be played through the house system of the recital hall or concert space, if it is an adequate 

system that creates a desirable result.  Another option is to play the electronics part on a portable 

system hooked up to a speaker on stage with the hornist. This last option can be more difficult 

regarding balance, depending on where the speaker is located. Somewhere near the rear of the 

stage is a good option, as not to be too loud for front row audience members. Again, sound 

checks can be key to finding ideal balance of horn and tape. It is also very important have good 

balance to ensure that the horn player can hear the electronic track while performing. 
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Amplitude and Staging 

 

Amplitude and staging are also vital components of performing all of Michael 

Kallstrom’s works, especially the three pieces for horn and electronics or piano. Both versions 

require different staging and amplitude configurations. For the horn and piano versions, making 

sure the ensemble is balanced is very important. Staging can be used to help with balance. Since 

each hall and performance space is different, knowing how each space sounds is key. Playing in 

the space where the performance will occur as frequently as possible is ideal, but if playing in a 

foreign space, having at least a dress rehearsal or two in the actual hall is vital. Having a 

knowledgeable friend or colleague do some sound checks is also advisable. Having them stand at 

different places in the audience and check for balance with the piano can help find ideal 

ensemble balance. Checking how the ensemble sounds with the piano lid open at different 

heights can also be helpful to finding the optimal balance in the two sounds. Placement of the 

actual piano and where the hornist will stand is also something to consider.  

Playing the horn and electronics versions of these pieces requires different staging and 

amplitude configurations. If the performer choses to play the electronics version of the 

accompaniment through the house system in the performance space, several things need to be 

considered. First, it is key that the horn player can hear the tape part well enough to stay in 

tempo. Finding a good balance of horn and electronics can be difficult. If a separate, on-stage 

speaker is used, the same strategies apply. There is no right or wrong place to position the 

speaker, but one must always make sure that the hornist can hear the accompaniment and that 

there is a good balance of both horn and electronics for the audience. The hornist standing 

slightly left of center stage with the speaker set up slightly behind them is a good choice, though 

many configurations could work and achieve good results. 
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Most horn students have never prepared or performed a piece for horn and electronics.  

These works can appear intimidating and sound foreign to classically trained ears and minds. 

Periodicals like “The Horn Call” of the International Horn Society provide reviews of recordings 

that sometimes feature or include works for horn and electronics, but these just give the 

reviewer’s opinion of the pieces and the recording and not how to approach preparing and 

performing the pieces. These three works can also be considered and referred to as “fixed 

media”, because the electronics part is always the same. The following chapters will hopefully 

fill part of this void, covering each of Michael Kallstrom’s three pieces for horn and electronics 

or piano and how to approach, prepare, and perform them. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EASTERN BRILLIANCE 

 

As stated above, Michael Kallstrom composed Eastern Brilliance for friend Paul Basler 

in 1993; he added the version with electronic accompaniment at Basler’s request. Of the three 

works composed for him by Kallstrom, Eastern Brilliance is the only one that Basler has ever 

performed with both electronic and piano accompaniments. Because of the difficulty of the piano 

parts, he has found it easier and less stressful to perform the electronic versions of Kallstrom’s 

works, though says he enjoyed the challenge of rehearsing and performing what he calls “the 

most challenging of the Kallstrom pieces” (Eastern Brilliance) with a pianist. Both Basler and 

Kallstrom call Eastern Brilliance “the hardest of the three horn and tape pieces.”23 It requires 

virtuosic technique, excellent rhythm, and stamina. Even a player who does not perform the 

work can still gain a lot of skill and experience from studying, practicing, and working through 

the piece. 

Eastern Brilliance contains all of the technical difficulties that the previous chapter 

discussed. The first movement is marked Moderato, with quarter note = 84 and has a very 

difficult initial entrance for the horn player. The accompaniment part has running sixteenth notes 

that begin on the second sixteenth note of beat 1, with the horn entering with running sixteenth 

notes on beat two. This can make it very difficult for the horn player to enter, since the 

accompaniment does not begin directly on a strong beat, establishing pulse. If playing the 

                                                 
23 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015. 
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electronic version of the accompaniment, it is vital that the horn player knows when the track 

will start. This issue occurs most when using the sound system of the hall to play to the 

electronic part, as someone will have to be in the sound booth or where the system is located to 

begin the track. It is important that the hornist give a cue to the person starting the electronics 

part so they are ready before the play button in the system is pushed. If playing with an on-stage 

speaker, this is less of an issue, since the performer also starts the recording. However, this can 

create another issue, making the hornist have to rush to get set up and begin the piece after 

hitting the play button. Because the horn enters in the first measure of the piece, a separate track 

filled with of a few seconds of silence may be added before the actual accompaniment track to 

avoid having the hornist have to start immediately. This allows the performer a set number of 

seconds to prepare after hitting play, and allows them to practice starting after that set amount of 

time. When asked about his preparation of these works, Paul Basler states that “playing them 

with the tape over and over” is key.24  

 

Figure 1 Eastern Brilliance, mm. 1-4 

 

                                                 
24 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015.  
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When playing the piano version of the accompaniment, watching both parts on the score 

while starting this movement can be very helpful as well as rehearsing it together many times. 

The first measure, seen in above in Figure 1.1, is a good example of the tricky entrances that 

these pieces contain.  

The opening theme of Eastern Brilliance is the most demanding of any of Kallstrom’s 

horn parts. It includes running sixteenth notes, triplet figures, and difficult to articulate mid and 

low register passages. Because of the quick nature of the articulate sections, several passages in 

Eastern Brilliance are best played using alternate fingerings. One example of this is in the very 

first measure. With traditional fingerings, there are 6 different fingering combinations in this 

opening measure. By using alternate fingerings, this number can be reduced to 4. By playing all 

four notes of beat 2 on the Bb horn with T-1-2 combination (T indicates the trigger used to 

activate the B-flat side of the horn), the player can quickly move between F-sharp and D without 

changing the valve combination, thus saving time and making the passage less complicated at 

faster tempos. 

Drawing from his jazz and rock roots, Kallstrom’s writing is often heavily syncopated. 

This can be challenging, especially for younger players or for players who have always played 

very traditional Classical and Romantic period horn works. Measure 10 of Eastern Brilliance is 

difficult for a number of reasons. First, it is highly syncopated, both in the horn part and in the 

accompaniment. Entering on the second half of beat one can sometimes be challenging. Setting a 

metronome to click eighth notes during practice of these passages can be helpful and increase 

rhythm accuracy. This example also shows how Kallstrom often writes contrasting rhythms in 

his accompaniment parts. On beat 3 of measure 10, the horn has a triplet and the accompaniment 

has eighth notes, creating a hemiola, giving the effect of a shift between duple and triple meter. 

This helps create the syncopated, heavily rhythmic style for which Kallstrom is known and 
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creates variance and interest for the listener. The tie in the accompaniment from the and of beat 2 

to beat three creates a somewhat jazzy feel, which is also sometimes characteristic of Kallstrom’s 

compositional style.  

Figure 2 Eastern Brilliance, m. 10 

 

There are many other similarly difficult rhythms throughout Eastern Brilliance, often 

where the horn enters slightly after the electronics/piano part. Looking at the score or writing in 

accompaniment cues in the horn part can help the parts line up rhythmically and make the horn 

player feel more secure with entrances and placement of notes. Keeping a good internal pulse of 

the beat is also vital, especially when preparing the horn and electronic tape version of the 

accompaniment. As with all pieces, when first learning the piece, practicing at a slow tempo is 

vital. It is key that the player learns all the correct rhythms and articulations before the speed is 

increased.  

Another difficult technical consideration when preparing Eastern Brilliance, especially 

for more inexperienced hornists, is the extensive sections of mixed meter. Though all three of his 

works for horn and electronics or piano contain mixed meter, Eastern Brilliance contains the 
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most. Kallstrom keeps the eighth notes consistent throughout the mixed meter sections, creating 

hemiolas that are reminiscent of Rock and Jazz styles. 

Figure 3 Eastern Brilliance, mm. 76-84 

 

 The mixed meter theme in the horn part at measure 76 of Eastern Brilliance can be 

difficult because, like most of Kallstrom’s compositions, it travels through numerous meters. A 

good exercise to ensure these passages are rhythmically correct is to practice with a metronome 

set to click the eighth note pulse. By doing this, the player can have a steady beat throughout all 

the mixed meter measures without having to reset the metronome to account for measures that 

are pulsed differently or have odd top number time signatures. The teacher or coach could also 

clap the eighth note pulse if the metronome is not loud enough and cannot be heard by the 

student while playing loud passages. Vocalizing the mixed meter sections with rhythmic 
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syllables can also be beneficial, as it ensures that the student understands where each rhythm is 

placed and how the mixed meter measures flow. Practicing this section many times with and 

without a metronome will help establish good pulse and rhythm. Though this section and the 

material at measure 76 is a new, Kallstrom calls it a “development of earlier material, with 

rhythmic and interval transformations.” 25 

 Another instance where alternate fingerings are good choices is in measure 101 of the 

first movement of Eastern Brilliance. This two measure motive contains seven traditional finger 

combinations, but can be reduced to four using alternate fingerings. By playing the F-sharp and 

D both T-1-2 and both C-sharps and G-sharps as T-2-3, this passage can become easier and less 

awkward for the left hand. Proper left hand technique is vital to play all three of Kallstrom’s horn 

and electronics or piano pieces, but especially in his most technical, Eastern Brilliance.  

 

Figure 4 Eastern Brilliance, mm. 100-104 

 

 The material at measure 113 is reminiscent of the rhythmic motive that appears first in 

measure 18. In both of these passages, Kallstrom requires quick tonguing and articulation from 

                                                 
25 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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the horn player. The slur two-tongue two pattern can be more difficult at quicker tempos. A good 

way to practice this repetitive articulation is to slow the section down. Make sure all articulations 

are correct at a slow speed, and then increase the tempo as long as the rhythms and articulations 

continue to be correct. Speed the passage up gradually with a metronome until the quarter note = 

84, as Kallstrom indicates in the score.  

Figure 5 Eastern Brilliance, mm. 18-21 

 

Figure 6 Eastern Brilliance, mm. 113-114 

 

Theme one returns in measure 124, though the entire opening statement is never 

presented in its entirety. 
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Figure 7 Eastern Brilliance, m. 14 

 

 Kallstrom closes the first movement of Eastern Brilliance with several sforzando piano 

notes that crescendo, building until the fortissimo, rhythmic, aggressive ending of the movement.  

 The second movement of Eastern Brilliance is marked Andante with quarter note = 74. 

Kallstrom calls this movement “a process of statement and continuous development of earlier 

material.”26 The piano or electronic track begins alone, with the horn entering in measure five. 

The main theme in the horn is perhaps the most intricate and rhythmically challenging of any of 

the themes in Kallstrom’s three works for horn and piano or electronics. Beat three of measure 

seven is especially challenging. Many horn players, especially those with less experience, are not 

usually required to play any notes smaller in value than sixteenth notes; however, this passage 

contains 32nd notes for the horn.  

 

  

                                                 
26 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Figure 8 Eastern Brilliance, movement 2, mm. 5-8 

 

 This first theme is also heavily syncopated and in more than one meter. A good idea 

when practicing this, or any other highly rhythmic or mixed meter section, is to fully study the 

passage before attempting to play it on the horn. Fully understanding how the mixed meter fits 

together and functions is vital. One way to practice the rhythms is to vocalize them without the 

horn. By simply saying the rhythm with syllables, the player can focus on the rhythmic aspect of 

the line without worrying about other musical components such as correct pitches, intonation, 

embouchure, and style. Once the student understands the rhythm and can reproduce it vocally, a 

metronome can be used to check the steadiness of the pulse. Since this theme does appear within 

a mixed meter section, setting the metronome to pulse the eighth note is an easy way to play 

straight through, without resetting the metronome. Once the rhythm can be verbally articulated 

correctly with the metronome, all aspects of the line, including pitch, articulation, and style can 

be added. Starting slow and learning all the rhythms in the piece correctly will produce better, 

quicker results as opposed to learning parts incorrectly and having to relearn them correctly later.  

Most of the thematic material in the second movement of Eastern Brilliance occurs in 

mm. 1-28.  The material is then developed and transformed until the brief restatement of the 
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theme near the end of the movement. Kallstrom was inspired by the Baroque idea of statement 

and continuous development and decided to structure this movement in a similar fashion.27 

 The brief recapitulation in movement two of Eastern Brilliance occurs in m. 72, this 

time, one octave lower in register for the horn than in the initial statement. This allows the theme 

to propel upward not only in volume, but also in register, as it approaches the climactic, rhythmic 

end.  

Figure 9 Eastern Brilliance, movement 2, mm. 72-75 

 

Kallstrom marked the third movement of Eastern Brilliance as allegretto with the quarter 

note = 66. The first theme is marked pianissimo and is in the horn’s low register.  

 

 

  

                                                 
27 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Figure 10 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, mm. 1-6 

 

 The last movement contains many difficult rhythms, often within a compound time 

signature, such as 9/8. True to his style, Kallstrom often adds ties or slurs to create syncopations 

which can be difficult to play initially. Measure 16 is a good example of this and can be seen 

below, in figure 1.11.  

Figure 11 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, mm. 16-18 

 

By tying the F on beat three to beat four, Kallstrom creates syncopation, having the 

hornist articulate the “and”, or second eighth note of beat four, grouping the rest of the measure 

with a slur. A good way to practice passages like this one is to take the tie and slur out. By taking 

out the articulation marking, the student can place all notes in the correct place, rhythmically. 

After this can be successfully completed, add the syncopation of the first tie. This can help the 
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student really “feel” the syncopation and where the tie should be placed. Once the tie can be 

played correctly, all the articulations in the measure can be observed. Kallstrom uses measure 31 

as a transformation of the opening theme, placing an “a tempo” in this measure.  

Figure 12 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, mm. 31-33 

 

Kallstrom then presents a new idea at measure 44 in the accompaniment and measure 46 

in the horn. Much of this movement, like the second movement, has a very “statement and 

continuous idea” feel.28 Kallstrom keeps the feeling of the initial theme while exploring new 

rhythms, melodies, and harmonies.  

Kallstrom marks measure 70 of movement three of Eastern Brilliance as meno mosso 

with quarter note = 60 and includes an optional high range part for the horn. He includes a high 

B-flat, the highest note for horn in any of these three pieces. 

 

 

  

                                                 
28 Michael Kallstrom, interview with the composer, December 29. 2015. 
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Figure 13 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, m. 70 

 

An accelerando in measure 77 propels the part into main theme material with quarter 

note = 66 at measure 78. The accompaniment has a brief interlude until the horn reenters in 

measure 98, in the mid-low register. The heavily modified recapitulation occurs at measure 111 

in the accompaniment, with the horn playing embellished first theme material in 112. Measures 

112-115 for the horn may be the most difficult, rhythmically, of any that appear in Kallstrom’s 

three works for horn and electronics or piano. 
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Figure 14 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, mm. 110-118 

 

Not only does Kallstrom write difficult rhythms within a compound 6/8 time signature 

framework, but he also includes syncopations and rhythmic groupings via ties. Counting 

measures like these aloud can help students play and understand the rhythms. When breaking 

down these measures, a good idea is to take out all ties, slurs and other articulations. When 

vocalizing measure 112, the following syllables should be used: one and two and, and four and, 

and six and. Once the measure can be vocalized correctly, a smart next step is to play the rhythm, 

still without ties, slurs other articulations, on a single pitch. While still allowing the student to 

mostly focus on the rhythm, this also allows the brain to make the connection between the 

rhythm and the embouchure and airstream. Once the student feels comfortable with this step, the 

ties can be added, giving the measure the correct syncopation. When all these pieces of the 

puzzle have been mastered, putting the measure together with all written pitches, slurs and 
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articulations is the next step. Working through difficult passages in this methodical and diligent 

manner ensures that not only pitches and articulations, but all rhythms throughout the piece are 

played correctly.  

Another restatement of the first theme by the horn occurs in measure 120, in the mid-low 

register at a pianissimo volume. Kallstrom, in measure 135, also includes a recap of the section 

that first appears at measure 44.  

Figure 15 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, mm. 132-139 

 

The end of Eastern Brilliance is one place where rubato can be utilized when played with 

the piano version of the accompaniment. Because Kallstrom’s electronic parts are unyielding in 

regard to tempo, no rubatos can be included and a steady tempo must be kept at all times to make 

the horn part line up with the electornics. When playing this piece with the piano version of the 
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accmpaniment, the player may wish to insert rubatos for stylistic or interpretative reasons. One 

instance where rubato works well is at the end of the third movement of Eastern Brilliance.   

Often, in traditional sonatas and concertos, a slight rubato, though not notated in the 

score, is added at the end of a movement to make it sound more final or complete. This can be 

seen in the last few measures of the first movement in Richard Strauss’ first concerto for horn, 

and although not included in the score, it has become traditional to slow the tempo down, via 

rubato, in the final two measures. This technique can also be used in several of Michael 

Kallstrom’s works for horn and piano or electronics, including the final measure of the third 

movement of Eastern Brilliance. By inserting a slight ritardando, audiences may feel an 

increased sense of completion and finality about the work and last movement, especially. 

Figure 16 Eastern Brilliance, movement 3, mm. 153-156 
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CHAPTER 4 

AROUND THE CLOCK 

Michael Kallstrom originally composed Around the Clock for saxophone and 

band/orchestra in 1995, also including a reduced version for saxophone and piano. After hearing 

the work, Paul Basler created a horn version of the saxophone part. He recorded the piece with 

the Movavian Philharmonic in March of 1999.  Around the Clock is the most performed of 

Kallstrom’s three works for horn and electronics or piano.29 

There are several things to consider when studying, practicing, and performing Around 

the Clock with either version of the accompaniment. The following chapter will discuss the 

technical challenges in this work and offer pedagogical suggestions for working through the 

piece. One thing to consider is the difference between studying a piece and practicing a piece. In 

her book Thoughts on Playing the Horn Well, hornist and pedagogue Froydis Ree Wekre 

discusses the distinction between study and practice in chapter two, titled “Thoughts on 

Practicing.” She states that “to study a passage is to do research and discover what is necessary 

to perform it the way you want. Practicing this same passage means repeating it correctly, after 

you have studied it often enough to ensure that everything happens automatically and correctly, 

at least 99 out of 100 times.”30 The key word here is “correctly”. Diligent attention to accuracy 

when learning a new piece is key. It is always harder to “unlearn” a passage that has been 

                                                 
29 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015. 
30 Froydis Ree Wekre, Thoughts on Playing the Horn Well (Norway: Ree Wekre Publishing, 

1994), 28. 
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learned incorrectly. When approaching new music, go as slowly as necessary to ensure all 

aspects of technique are learned correctly from the beginning.  

In his book Real World Horn Playing, Wendell Rider includes a chapter on practicing as 

well. He gives advice on breaking down difficult passages that can be applied to practicing and 

studying Kallstrom’s horn works.31 Sub-sections in this chapter on practicing include: scan for 

what looks hard or unfamiliar, look for repetitive sections, think of how the passage relates to 

your basic playing techniques and look for the exceptions to the rules as well as the rules.32 All 

four of these suggestions can be very helpful tools for approaching studying and practicing 

Around the Clock.  

 The first movement of Around the Clock, like Eastern Brilliance, is difficult to start. The 

accompaniment part begins with a syncopated entrance on the second eighth note of beat three, 

which can be disorienting and can make finding the beat somewhat difficult. The horn then 

enters with running sixteenth notes on the second sixteenth note of beat one in measure two. This 

is an excellent place to consider in-depth score study of the piece to know what is played before 

the horn entrance. The first theme in Around the Clock is made up of ascending sixteenth note 

runs beginning on the “e” of beats one and three followed by an accented, mixed meter section. 

It is heavily syncopated, especially in the accompaniment part and requires even and effective 

left-hand technique from the hornist. Kallstrom also uses a grace note in measure three of the 

opening theme to give it a “funky, cool feel.”33 

  

                                                 
31 Rider, Real World Horn Playing, 28. 
32 Rider, Real World Horn Playing, 29. 
33 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Figure 17 Around the Clock, mm. 1-2 

 

Kallstrom includes many different articulations in his horn parts, including staccatos, 

accented staccatos, accents, and tenutos in his compositions. Most of these can be seen in the 

first few measures of the Around the Clock. 

Figure 18 Around the Clock, mm. 3-6 
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In addition to numerous dynamic markings, Kallstrom also includes detailed instructions 

via multiple dynamic markings. In the four measures in the above example, he gives four 

different dynamic markings and uses two crescendos.   

The opening 18 measures of Around the Clock are loud and heavily accented. A new, 

softer, more lyrical section marked expressivo begins in measure 19 with a rolling, flowing 

figure in the accompaniment.  

Figure 19 Around the Clock, mm. 19-21 

 

Kallstrom expands this motive to include triplets starting in measure 26 and then includes 

figures from the opening theme in measures 31 and 32. 
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Figure 20 Around the Clock, mm. 31-32 

 

Putting the triplets in the horn part together with the running sixteenth notes in the 

accompaniment part can be challenging. Practicing with a metronome and pulsing the “big 

beats” can help the parts line up correctly.  

 In measure 42, Kallstrom includes a highly rhythmic, syncopated section that he states is 

“based on the syncopated opening theme.”34 This theme is then mixed with the more lyrical 

theme that follows. The heavily syncopated rhythm begins on the second eighth note of beat two 

of bar 42 and is repeated as a fragment twice before the whole line is stated the third time in 

measure 44. 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
34 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Figure 21 Around the Clock, mm. 42-46 

 

 Another softer, more lyrical section begins in measure 48. One technical aspect in 

Around the Clock that permeates the whole piece is mixed meter. Since Kallstrom keeps the 

eighth note constant throughout these sections, a smart way to practice is with a metronome set 

to click eighth notes. This way, passages like measures 48-55 can be played all at once, without 

stopping, without the mixed meter being out of sync with the metronome clicks.  
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Figure 22 Around the Clock, mm. 49-52 

 

This lyrical theme continues until an articulate, forte section is presented at measure 90. 

This section includes many sixteenth note runs, large crescendos, and intricate syncopations, 

which are all very typical aspects of Kallstrom’s composition style. The section also includes the 

highest range required of the horn player up to this point in the piece, reaching the horn’s high 

A-flat. Kallstrom also includes crescendos along with the climbing sixteenth note runs to not 

only propel the musical line upward but help the horn player achieve a nice, fluid slur, 

encouraging an effective airstream as the part increases in register. Any highly syncopated, 

rhythmic sections like these can be practiced by first vocalizing the rhythms out loud. By 

breaking them down into beats and syllables, one can fully understand the rhythm where each 

beat should be placed. Another exercise is to then play the correct rhythm on a repeated note, 

before playing the line as written.  

Practicing this way takes away other aspects of horn playing like pitch, accuracy, 

embouchure, and technique and allows the player to really focus on the rhythm, while producing 

a constant, stable sound. Then, the whole line, with written pitches added, can be practiced. 

Repetition is key. Practicing technical spots like this one over and over is vital to achieving 

accuracy.  
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The piano has a rhythmic, dissonant interlude in measures 108-111 before the horn enters 

with the opening motive in 112. The opening theme, with its rhythmic motive, appears in 

measures 116 and 117 before reaching the apex of the composition with an accented, fortissimo 

halt in measure 118 to end the movement.  

 The second movement of Around the Clock is marked Larghetto with quarter note = 60. 

The horn enters with tenuto quarter notes on beats three and four to begin a smooth, lyrical 

opening theme. Kallstrom calls this movement “monochromatic,” stating that he grows the 

melody from the opening idea and lets it expand.35 

The dynamics of this movement are softer, beginning piano in measure one and building 

up gradually, as Kallstrom expounds on the opening theme until it’s restated again, climaxing at 

a forte dynamic in measure 31. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
35 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Figure 23 Around the Clock, movement 2, mm. 28-36 

 

After the forte restatement of the theme, the volume continues to decrease. Kallstrom 

marks the motive in measure 38 as expressivo and includes quickly occurring and close together 

decrescendos to further make the piece seem “smaller” as it approaches the end.  
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Figure 24 Around the Clock, movement 2, mm. 37-40 

 

The dynamics continue to decrease toward the end of the second movement, with the 

exception of a swell to forte in measures 45-46. The movement ends with a portion of the 

opening theme played at a piano dynamic.  

 The third movement of Michael Kallstrom’s Around the Clock is marked Allegro con 

brio, with quarter note = 132. It is the most technically difficult of the three movements. 

Movement three, like the previous two, uses much mixed meter. There are not two measures in a 

row that are in the same time signature until measures 8-9.  The time signatures included in this 

opening section are 3/4, 2/4. 7/8. 4/4, and 3/8. Both of the 7/8 measures are grouped as 2+2+3 

and Kallstrom includes an accent on the beginning beats of each of these groupings to encourage 

good rhythm and pulse.  
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Figure 25 Around the Clock, movement 3, mm. 1-6 

 

The opening theme is restated in measure six, followed by an ascending, slurred passage 

before it is presented again at measure sixteen. The accompaniment then has a nine bar interlude 

before the contrasting, quieter b theme begins in measure 28. Long periods of rests are places 

where it is vital to count correctly and know what the other part sounds like to ensure a confident 

re-entry when the time is right. Participating in intensive score study of the piece can help the 

performer feel confident in what is going on during those moments of rests. Also, writing in cues 

in the measure immediately preceding the re-entrance of the horn part, as Paul Basler suggests, 

can also be helpful.  

The lyrical b theme of Around the Clock begins in measure 28 on a piano high f for the 

horn that crescendos into the next section that Kallstrom makes interesting by using slurs to 

create syncopation. He states of this theme that he “wanted it to sound like an improvised 
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solo.”36 He also uses jazz-like ties in his rhythms to create syncopation throughout his works. 

This can be seen here in the b theme, in measure 34.  

Figure 26 Around the Clock, movement 3, mm. 26-33 

 

 

  

                                                 
36 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Kallstrom also uses grace notes sparingly in his horn pieces. This is another technical 

aspect to consider when preparing these works. Inexperienced players may have never played 

grace notes before. Kallstrom often makes the grace notes accented, which increases the risk of 

missing one or both of the notes. Repeated practice attacking the grace note and slurring up to 

the next note, as seen in measure 36, can help players feel more comfortable with how playing 

grace notes feel on the embouchure and how to produce them effectively and accurately. The 

grace note should be placed on the last sixteenth note of beat three before the A-flat sounds 

directly on beat 4, as can be seen in example 14. 

Figure 27 Around the Clock, movement 3, mm. 34-37 

 

Kallstrom has an extended background in jazz, that it is often evident in his works, 

especially regarding rhythm. He uses many standard jazz rhythms that may seem foreign to 

younger, more inexperienced horn players or players that are unfamiliar with pieces in jazz or 

pop styles. The motive that appears at measure 41 of the third movement of Around the Clock is 

a good example of this. This standard jazz rhythm has an accented beat one followed by an 

accented second eighth note of beat two, ending in an upward slur through beat 4 into the next 
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measure. This motive is stated three times. It is stated first in measure 41, separated by a 3/8 

measure of rest for the horn, then stated again, separated by a 5/8 bar of rest for the horn, then 

stated the last time in measure 47. These types of sequences can be found throughout Kallstrom’s 

three pieces for horn and electronics or piano. 

Figure 28 Around the Clock, movement 3, mm. 38-41 
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The main theme of Around the Clock reappears in measure 59 of the third movement 

with the first measure restated in the piano alone, adding in the horn in the 7/8 bar in measure 60.  

The accented, syncopated, improvised solo-like section follows at measure 68, as in the 

beginning of the movement. Kallstrom calls the material at measure 107 “a rhythmic percussion 

statement of the theme in the tape” or piano.37 The main theme is repeated three final times; first 

just in the accompaniment, then two more times in both parts, before the piece ends with four 

ascending, accented eighth notes that crescendo to fortissimo.  

 When preparing Around the Clock for a performance, one important aspect to consider is 

endurance. In the chapter of his book Real World Horn Playing titled “Tips and Tricks,” 

Wendell Rider includes a section on endurance. He gives suggestions of how much and when to 

practice as well as how much to push the embouchure in regards to fatigue.38 Another factor to 

consider when performing any of Kallstrom’s works for horn and electronics or piano is 

programming and what other pieces will be included in the performance. In his book, The Horn 

Handbook, Verne Reynolds, in the chapter “Playing with the piano,” discusses endurance as 

well. He argues “no one should play a full recital without having played completely through the 

program three times in the correct order and with the precise pacing. The first time reveals what 

remains to be improved; the second confirms that the improvements have, indeed, been made. 

The third, in the hall, affirms that everything is in order, and that the recital is an extension of 

two solid performances rather than one unrepeatable fortuity.”39 Though this may be unrealistic 

for all players, it is certainly something for which to strive.  

  

                                                 
37 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
38 Rider, Real World Horn Playing, 173-174. 
39 Reynolds, The Horn Handbook, 104. 
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CHAPTER 5 

BROTHERS IN ARMS 

Kallstrom composed his third work for horn and piano or electronics Brothers in Arms 

for Paul Basler to premiere at the 2008 Southeast Horn Workshop at Columbus State 

University.40 It is a two-movement work and the most accessible of Kallstrom’s three pieces for 

horn and electronics or piano. Because it is less complicated than Eastern Brilliance or Around 

the Clock, Brothers in Arms is a great piece for inexperienced players or those that have never 

played with electronics or a tape part before. It can also be a good introductory piece to get 

performers used to Kallstrom’s writing and composition style. The following chapter will discuss 

technical considerations and pedagogical suggestions for studying, preparing, practicing and 

performing Michael Kallstom’s Brothers in Arms. 

The first movement of Brothers in Arms is marked Andante with the quarter note = 80. 

This work is more straightforward than the other two Kallstrom works discussed in this 

document because it is less complicated, rhythmically. Although it contains several meters 

throughout, the work stays in each different meter for longer periods of time without changing. 

Brothers in Arms contains measures in 3/4, 2/4, and 4/4 time signatures with an occasional 

compound meter, like 3/8, thrown in to create interest. The piece begins in 3/4 and stays that way 

until the 4/4 measure in bar 12. Though marked piano in volume and only at 80 bpm, the horn’s 

first theme at measure three has an energetic feel as a result of the slurs and syncopated rhythms 

that are typical of Kallstrom’s compositional style.   

                                                 
40 Paul Basler, conversation with the performer, September 7, 2015. 
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Figure 29 Brothers in Arms, mm. 1-12 

 

Kallstrom expands the theme, expanding on the opening motive in the re-statement at 

measure nine. The theme increases in range and volume as we reach a climactic point with the 

forte end to the motive in the measure fifteen. The main motive, appearing again in measure 

eighteen, is developed and expanded upon once again, through several time signatures and up to 

the horn’s high A-flat, which is the highest note in the piece.  

The material at measure 38 is marked legato and is written in the horn’s mid-low range.  
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Figure 30 Brothers in Arms, mm. 38-41 

 

This theme is what the composer calls “a bluesy variant of the opening third theme.”41 

Many of the themes in Brothers in Arms are lower in register than Kallstrom’s other horn parts. 

This is one of the reasons it is more accessible to intermediate players or younger hornists. 

Though initially easier to navigate than the more challenging upper or extreme low range, the 

horn’s mid-low range can be difficult to maneuver at times. In his book Mastering the Horn’s 

Low Register, hornist and pedagogue Randy Gardner offers many tips and suggestions for 

perfecting this mid-low range. Gardener notes that “one of the most important musical and 

technical challenges in low register performance is to play directly and consistently in the pitch 

center of a tone, from the attack through that tone’s duration.”42 He explains how scooping 

pitches or notes from the bottom is a common mistake that hornists make and that this bad habit 

should be avoided. He encourages producing what he calls “blocks of sounds” at all dynamic 

levels. In his book, he gives examples and charts and explains that after learning to produce these 

                                                 
41 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
42 Randy Gardner, Mastering the Horn’s Low Register (Richmond: International Opus Press, 

2002), 18. 
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desirable “blocks of sounds,” they can then be shaped in many different ways to facilitate 

stylistic inflections like accents, fortepianos, and swells.43 

The legato theme in measure 38 of Michael Kallstrom’s Brothers in Arms is a place 

where Gardner’s ideas of “blocks of sound” can be applied. This theme that begins with quarter 

and half notes, is used to propel the b section through development and volume up to the return 

of the main theme at measure 83.  

The restatement of the main theme ends with the horn playing hunt-like calls of a major 

sixth. These upward slurs are reminiscent of the hunting horn tradition where players could only 

produce notes in the horn’s harmonic series, resulting in leaps of a third, fourth, fifth, etc.  

Figure 31 Brothers in Arms, mm. 94-100 

 

The second and final movement of Kallstrom’s Brothers in Arms is marked Allegro with 

quarter note = 132. The beginning of this third work for horn and electronics or piano work is 

unique because it is the first of the three to use a sound both created and recorded by Kallstrom. 

The tape version features altered versions of Kallstrom’s voice acting as a percussive instrument, 

                                                 
43 Gardener, Mastering the Horn’s Low Register, 18.  
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vocalizing a “chuk-a-chuk-a-chuk-a-chuk-etc” pattern that occurs periodically throughout the 

movement. Kallstrom recorded the vocal track at home and it is heavily distorted. He says he 

“thought it would add to the heavily percussive effect at the opening” and instructs that if the 

piano and horn version is played, that the part be played with both hands in the piano, outlining 

the clusters in the low register.44 

Figure 32 Brothers in Arms, movement 2, mm. 1-6 

 

The opening theme in the horn is very heavily syncopated, with rhythmic character. The 

rhythmic, vocal aspect of the accompaniment continues until measure thirteen and is intermixed 

throughout this movement. The horn has a variation of the theme in the mid-low register in 

measure twenty-one. Kallstrom develops the opening theme and has the vocal-like part reenter in 

                                                 
44 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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measure 49. Measure 66 is marked expressive and begins the b section of the piece. At measure 

94, there is an augmentation of the opening theme. Kallstrom states that “very often, I use 

fragments of transformed bits of the opening theme to create new ideas.”45 This is the case in 

measure 94, which can be seen below in figure 3.5. 

Figure 33 Brothers in Arms, movement 2, mm. 93-99 

 

 

  

                                                 
45 Michael Kallstrom, conversation with the composer, December 29, 2015. 
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Figure 34 Brothers in Arms, movement 2, mm. 113-120 

 

At measure 113, Kallstrom includes a transformation of an opening theme fragment. The 

material Kallstrom uses is from the opening theme that is stated at measure 13. At measure 126 

he brings back the material from measure 32. He then includes a modified return of the opening 

theme in measure 156 to end the piece.  
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Figure 35 Brothers in Arms, movement 2, mm. 156-158 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 Since most repertoire for the horn comes from the Classical, Romantic, and early Modern 

periods, it is vital that composers continue to write works for horn to increase and add to the 

standard (yet small in comparison to some other instruments) repertoire. One composer who is 

helping to fill this musical void is American composer Michael Kallstrom. His three works for 

horn and piano or electronics, Eastern Brilliance, Around the Clock, and Brothers in Arms, offer 

challenges to students and performers and create interest for listeners and audiences. These 

works can help players develop skills including rhythm, mixed meter, and playing and 

performing with electronic components. By breaking down these three works and offering 

technical and pedagogical suggestions for studying, preparing, and performing them, it is my 

hope that they receive more attention and are enjoyed, played, and performed by others. They 

represent some of the strongest aspects of Michael Kallstrom’s instrumental and electronic 

compositional style and are challenging and interesting additions to performances and recitals.  
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